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Protein biomarkers have the potential to transform medicine as they are clinically used to diagnose diseases, stratify patients, and follow disease states. Even though a large number of potential biomarkers have been proposed over the past few years, almost none of them have been implemented so far in the clinic. One of the reasons for this limited success is the lack of technologies to validate proposed biomarker candidates in larger patient cohorts. This limitation could be alleviated by the use of antibody-independent validation methods such as selected reaction monitoring (SRM). Similar to measurements based on affinity reagents, SRM-based targeted mass spectrometry also requires the generation of definitive assays for each targeted analyte. Here, we present a library of SRM assays for 5568 N-glycospites enabling the multiplexed evaluation of clinically relevant N-glycoproteins as biomarker candidates. We demonstrate that this resource can be utilized to select SRM assay sets for cancer-associated N-glycoproteins for their subsequent multiplexed and consistent quantification in 120 human plasma samples. We show that N-glycoproteins spanning 5 orders of magnitude in abundance can be quantified and that previously reported abundance differences in various cancer types can be recapitulated. Together, the established N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas resource facilitates parallel, efficient, consistent, and sensitive evaluation of proposed biomarker candidates in large clinical sample cohorts. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 12: 10.1074/mcp.O112.026617, 1005–1016, 2013.

Protein biomarkers measured in easily accessible samples are a critical element of personalized medicine, because detecting disease states at their early onset or following a response to treatment will undoubtedly enhance treatment efficacy and boost patient wellbeing. Protein biomarkers therefore have the potential to define diseases such as cancer at a molecular level, determine the best treatment by profiling a patient’s disease, and assess the therapeutic efficacy over time (1–3). Over the last decade, long lists of biomarker candidates have been proposed from large scale proteomic and transcriptomic datasets. Additionally, recent extensive genomic efforts (4–9) and the integration of the obtained information at gene, transcript, and protein levels have led to an increased knowledge of molecular changes occurring during disease development. However, despite these advances in the biomarker candidate discovery, so far almost none of the proposed markers have been implemented in the clinic. Therefore, biomarker research efforts should shift the focus from the discovery of biomarker candidates to their systematic validation in suitable and well designed large clinical cohorts for evaluating their clinical value.

A major limitation for advancing biomarker research toward their validation in large clinical sample cohorts is the lack of quantitative assays for the multiplexed and consistent measurements of the proposed biomarker candidates (10). Proteins are mainly being measured by antibody-based methods, and there the scarcity of assays is particularly pronounced. High quality immunoassays relying on the availability of specific antibodies for protein quantification are only available for a small subset of the human proteome. Because the development of new affinity reagents is time-consuming and expensive (11), a larger coverage of the human proteome by immunoassays is not anticipated in the near future. Additionally, immunoassays are limited in their ability to quantify proteins in a multiplexed manner. However, for biomarker validation, the process in which large numbers of biomarker
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candidates are quantified in hundreds of patient samples to evaluate their clinical utility, multiplexed protein quantification is an important requirement (12, 13). Therefore, complementary novel technological platforms are critically needed to accelerate biomarker validation. The requirements for such a technology are high. Besides the capacity to consistently quantify multiple proteins simultaneously, it should reach limits of quantification (LOQ) in the low nanogram/ml level in plasma where tissue leakage products can be expected (14) and have a coefficient of variance below 15% as suggested by Addona et al. (15) to facilitate the detection of small abundance changes between multiple samples.

More recently, targeted mass spectrometric measurements via selected reaction monitoring (SRM) have been shown to fulfill the requirements for biomarker validation studies (11, 12, 15, 16). SRM supports the multiplexed (17–19), consistent (20), and sensitive quantification (16, 21–23) of hundreds of analytes in one measurement at coefficients of variance mostly below 20% (15). As for affinity reagent-based measurements, SRM requires the development of specific assays (24). A high quality SRM assay consists of the m/z and chromatographic retention time (RT) of the peptide precursor ion, as well as the m/z and relative intensities of the peptide fragment ion signals (24, 25). In contrast to affinity-based assays, SRM assays are easily portable between laboratories (15) and are generated faster and in a more cost-efficient manner. Essentially, once the peptide-specific coordinates are available for an SRM assay, it can be run on any triple quadrupole-based instrument and applied to any sample.

Here, we developed an SRM assay library for 2007 human and 1353 murine N-glycosylated proteins. Glycoproteins can be either N- or O-glycosylated. They represent a subproteome that is particularly relevant for clinical research, because these oligosaccharide-modified proteins are typically found either secreted by cells and tissues available for remote sensing in body fluids as potential biomarkers or at the cell surface as potential drug targets (26, 27). This is supported by the fact that the majority of the current clinically used biomarkers and drug targets are glycosylated (28). Furthermore, the enrichment of N-glycosites (i.e. deglycosylated peptides) from blood plasma in combination with SRM was shown to reach the required LOQ (23) and to facilitate the quantification of N-glycoproteins over a large concentration range reaching nanogram/ml levels in plasma (17). The sensitive and accurate quantification of N-glycoproteins by SRM therefore represents a promising biomarker validation strategy. For the development of the SRM assays, we used a high throughput approach based on the synthesis of equimolar synthetic peptides for 6279 N-glycosites. The synthetic peptides were employed as reference compounds to generate the correspond-
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were resolubilized in 2% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid and analyzed by LC-MS/MS on three different LC-MS instruments as described below. 200 fmol/μl of eight heavy isotope-labeled synthetic peptides (AVYHWFISDGVR, HIGNIDIOHLAGK, GQGEHAFULLLR, TEVSSNYLVLYLDK, TEHPFTVEEFVLKP, NQGNWTIALFKL, LVAYYYTLGASGQR, and TTNQGINLFFSSR) with elution times spanning the whole gradient were added to each pool for the calculation of the indexed retention time (iRT) values (23).

**SRM-triggered Peptide Fragmentation on the QTrap**—Pools of peptides were analyzed in duplicate on a QTrap 4000 mass spectrometer equipped with a nano-electrospray ion source (AB Sciex) to generate full fragment ion spectra of the synthetic peptides as described previously (29). Chromatographic separations of peptides were performed by a Tempo nano-LC system (AB Sciex) coupled to a 15-cm fused silica emitter (BGB Analytik) and packed with a Michrom Magic C18 AQ 5-μm resin (Michrom Bio-Resources). Peptides were loaded onto the column from a cooled (4°C) Tempo autosampler (AB Sciex) and separated across a 60-min linear gradient of acetonitrile (5-35%) and water, containing 0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 300 nl/min. The mass spectrometer was operated in SRM mode, triggering acquisition of a full MS/MS spectrum upon detection of an SRM trace (threshold 400 ion counts). SRM acquisition was performed with Q1 and Q3 operated at unit resolution (0.7 m/z half-maximum peak width) with a dwell time of 10 ms for the 150–200 transitions per run resulting in a cycle time of 3.5–4 s. MS/MS spectra were acquired in enhanced product ion mode for the highest SRM transitions, using dynamic fill time, Q1 resolution low, scan speed 4000 Da s⁻¹, and m/z range 250–1400. Collision energies (CEs) were calculated according to the formulas: CE = 0.044 × m/zprecursor + 5.5 and CE = 0.051 × m/zprecursor + 0.55, for doubly and triply charged precursor ions, respectively. Declustering potential was set to 60.

**Peptide Fragmentation on an Agilent 6520 Qtof**—The peptide pools were analyzed in duplicate on an Agilent 6520 Qtof instrument (Agilent Technologies) in combination with the Agilent HPLC-Chip system (Agilent Technologies). The LC system consisted of an Agilent 1200 capillary pump, for loading the sample on the pre-column, and an Agilent 1200 nano pump, providing the gradient for the chromatographic separation. The peptides were enriched on a 160-nl enrichment column and separated over a 75-mm × 150-mm analytical column (C-18 SB-Zorbax material, 300Å, 5-μm particle size), both embedded in the HPLC Chip. Two different LC-MS methods were used for the acquisition of the MS spectra. The first method was used to cover a large number of peptides using a longer gradient, and the second shorter gradient was applied to target peptides that were not identified in the first round. In the first LC-MS method, the samples were loaded using a flow of 3 μl/min of 3% (v/v) acetonitrile. The pre-column was further washed with 6 μl of 3% ACN in H₂O. The peptides were separated using a flow rate of 250 nl/min and a gradient from 3% (v/v) to 25% (v/v) acetonitrile in 60 min. The gradient was followed by a step at a high acetonitrile concentration for column washing. The mass range for MS was set to 200–2000 m/z and 59–3000 m/z for MS/MS spectra. All other parameters were set according to the first method.

**Peptide Fragmentation on a Thermo LTQ Orbitrap XL**—The LC-MS/MS analysis of the peptide pools was carried out on an Eksigent 1D-NanoLC-Ultra system (AB Scieix) connected to a Thermo LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a standard nanoelectrospray source. The peptides were injected onto a 11-cm × 0.075-mm inner diameter column packed in-house with Michrom Magic C18 material (3-μm particle size and 200-A pore size, Michrom BioResources). The separation was carried out using linear gradient 96% solvent A (0.15% formic acid, 2% acetonitrile) and 4% solvent B (0.15% formic acid, 98% acetonitrile) to 25% solvent B over 60 min at a flow rate of 0.3 μl/min.

Five MS/MS spectra were acquired in the linear ion trap per each FT-MS scan; the latter was acquired at 30,000 full widths at half-maximum resolution settings. One microscan was acquired per each MS/MS scan, and the repeat count was set to three to generate multiple MS/MS scans for each peptide ion. Charge state screening was employed, including all multiple charged ions for triggering MS/MS attempts and excluding all singly charged precursor ions, as well as ions for which no charge state could be determined. Only peptide ions exceeding a threshold of 150 ion counts were allowed to trigger MS/MS scans, followed by dynamic exclusion for 15 s. Inclusion lists for directed MS sequencing of peptide features were prepared containing the precursor ion masses in both the doubly and triply charged state of each peptide in a sample. The lists containing up to 1000 precursors per run with a mass range of 250 to 1600 m/z were used to trigger MS/MS attempts.

**MS Database Search and Peptide Identification**—X!Tandem CYCLONE (2010.10.01.1) was used to search the mzML files against a synthetic peptide decoy database. The synthetic peptide database was generated by concatenating ordered synthetic peptides plus scrambled pseudo protein sequence, including the peptide sequences of the RT peptides. The pseudo protein database was composed of 300 protein entries, including 150 decoy entries. The following parameters were used for database searching: +2.0 to +4.0 precursor mass tolerance, trypptic digestion allowing up to two missed cleavages, carbamidomethyl cysteine as static modification, and oxidized methionine as variable modification. The X! TANDEM k-score version was applied for the database searches, which does not include the fragment ion tolerance option. C-terminal heavy isotope labeling of lysine and arginine (8.014199 Da for lysine and 10.008269 Da for arginine) was added as a variable modification to ensure the identification of the RT peptides. Database search results were validated using the Trans-Proteomics Pipeline (TPP Version 4.5 RAPTURE Revision 2, Seattle, Washington) including PeptideProphet, iProphet and ProteinProphet.

Two synthetic peptide PeptideAtlas builds were constructed, “Human Glyco Synthetic PeptideAtlas 2012-07” and “Mouse Glyco Synthetic PeptideAtlas 2012-07” for human and murine peptide identifications, respectively. We applied an iProphet probability ≥0.9 threshold to all data, which resulted in an individual peptide level false-discovery rate of 2% for Orbitrap, 0.45% for Qtof, and 0.6% for QTrap. The PeptideAtlas builds allow for browsing all peptide identifications via the PeptideAtlas webpage.

**Spectral Library Generation for the SRMAtlas**—SpectraST (Version 4.0, TPP Version 4.6) was used to generate the spectral libraries for SRMAtlas. We generated spectral libraries separately for each instrument and applied the same options to generate all the libraries. SpectraST options, -c_RW (use raw intensity) -cP0.9 (iProphet probability), were used to generate the raw libraries, and -cJU (inclusion of all peptide ions in all the files), -cAC (generation of consensus spec-
trum of all replicate spectra of each peptide ion), -c_RWI (use raw intensity) were used to generate the consensus libraries. The consensus libraries for each instrument platform and each organism are available in Supplemental Data 1-6 and were uploaded in the SRMAtlas as the basis for the SRM assays.

Retention Time Extraction and Normalization—For the extraction of the RTs, instrument-specific SpectraST libraries were generated containing all raw-spectra identified on the different instrument platforms with an iProphet probability ≥0.9. An in-house developed script was used to perform the RT extraction, RT normalization between different instrument runs, and transformation to the iRT space. In the first step, the median RT for each peptide measured in one MS run was calculated by combining the RTs of all spectra acquired for the peptide (including all precursor ions) using a lower median estimator (median calculated by combining the RTs of all spectra acquired for the peptide instrument runs, and transformation to the iRT space). In the first step, the median RT for each peptide measured in one MS run was calculated by combining the RTs of all spectra acquired for the peptide (including all precursor ions) using a lower median estimator (median calculated by combining the RTs of all spectra acquired for the peptide instrument runs, and transformation to the iRT space). In the final step, the instrument-specific iRTs were combined into an instrument-platform-independent average peptide iRT. Therefore, the iRTs for each peptide were compared across the different instrument platforms. An iRT value was considered as outlier if it differed from the other two instrument platforms by more than 10 iRT units, but the difference between the other two instruments was below 10 iRT units. Outliers were removed only for peptides that were identified on all three instrument platforms. For each peptide, an average iRT and its standard deviation across the different instruments were calculated after the outlier removal. Peptides that are listed with an iRT but without standard deviation have been identified only on one instrument platform, and their iRT values have to be used cautiously as well as the iRTs that have a high standard deviation. The iRT values provided in the SRMAtlas represent an approximate value of all instrument platforms and allow monitoring the peptides of interest in a RT window of ±5% of the LC gradient length.

Functional Annotation of the Human N-Glycoproteins—Functional enrichment analysis was performed for the human N-glycoproteins covered by the N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas using the hypergeometric test implemented in the BiNGO plugin for Cytoscape (34). All biological processes were considered that had an adjusted p value by Benjamini-Hochberg of 1 x 10^{-3} \). The graph was generated using Cytoscape (35).

Quantification of Selected N-Glycosites in Human Sera from Healthy Blood Donors—The human serum samples for the verification and quantification experiments were from human single donations, provided by the St. Gallen Hospital. The Ethics Committee of the Kanton St. Gallen, Switzerland, approved all procedures involving human material, and all donors signed an informed consent. N-Glycosites of 32 human serum samples were isolated as described previously (17). A set of 49 SRM assays, targeting 48 glycoproteins, was selected from the generated SRM assay library. Isotopically labeled internal standard peptides were added for relative quantification of the target peptides. SRM data analysis was performed as described above. For each peptide, three transitions for the internal standard as well as the endogenous peptide were monitored in a scheduled SRM mode with a retention time window of 5 min and a cycle time fixed to 3 s. Significance analysis was performed within the statistical framework SRMstats (36).

RESULTS

Generation of the N-Glycoprotein SRMAtlas—For the selection of human and murine glycoproteins and their N-glycosites for the SRM assay generation, we focused on N-glycosites with empirical evidence. The primary sources for the selection of N-glycosites were large discovery-driven MS-based experiments in diverse human and murine tissues, cell lines, and plasma. In these experiments, N-glycosites were isolated with routinely used enrichment techniques (17, 27, 37–39) and identified by LC-MS/MS. This MS evidence-based set of N-glycosites was complemented with N-glycosites that were selected from the UniProt database. The final list of selected peptides included a total of 6279 N-glycosites (Supplemental Table 1). These N-glycosites correspond to 2142 human and 1440 murine glycoproteins (Supplemental Table 1) and cover 40% of the human and 30% of the murine proteins that are annotated in the UniProt database as glycoproteins. The selected proteins include 364 cancer-associated proteins (40) and 53 glycoproteins for which a clinical assay is available (Supplemental Table 1) (41).

To generate the N-glycosite SRM assays in an efficient way, we employed a recently described synthetic peptide strategy (29). The selected 6279 N-glycosite peptides were chemically synthesized, and equimolar peptides mixtures were generated for assay development. This strategy is devoid of a protein abundance bias, which occurs when assays are generated from fragment ion spectra from biological samples with a large protein dynamic range. Therefore, the high throughput synthetic approach employed here allows for the generation of SRM assays irrespective of the endogenous abundance of a protein.
To obtain the SRM assay coordinates, pools of synthetic peptides including retention time standards (33) were analyzed on the three most commonly used instrument platforms, a triple quadrupole-ion trap MS (QTrap), a quadrupole-time of flight MS (Qtof), and an Orbitrap-ion trap MS (Orbitrap). These measurements resulted in an SRM assay library composed of 5568 N-glycosite assays (Table I and Supplemental Table 1). RT peptide standards were used to calculate an iRT (33) for the SRM assays enabling the accurate RT estimation required for scheduled SRM measurements (Supplemental Table 2). Because it has been previously shown that different instrument platforms might result in different fragmentation patterns (29, 42), separate SRM assay libraries were generated for each instrument platform to provide high quality assays for all currently used targeted MS platforms.

The generated SRM assays correspond to one or more N-glycosites per protein for 2007 human and 1353 mouse glycoproteins (Table I). Assays are available for glycoproteins involved in most cellular processes, but they are especially enriched for cell adhesion, glycoproteins involved in cell surface receptor-linked signaling, immune and inflammatory response, as well as system and anatomical structure development (Fig. 1). These cellular processes that are associated with the hallmarks of cancer development (43) can now be monitored by means of N-glycosite assays provided in the established SRMAtlas. The resource also includes assays for 48 proteins with already established clinical assays as well as currently used biomarkers in the clinic such as carcinoembryonic antigen, epidermal growth factor receptor, α-fetoprotein, or mesothelin (Supplemental Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of proteins</th>
<th>No. of N-glycosites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>4421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1353</td>
<td>2402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>5568</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Human and murine N-glycosite SRM assays included in the N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas.

**Fig. 1.** Functional annotation of human N-glycoproteins covered by N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas. The graph shows highly enriched biological processes among the human N-glycoproteins (colored in red). The node size is according to the number of proteins corresponding to each biological process, and the intensity of the color is according to the p value.
The developed SRM assays are accessible via the SRMAtlas interface, where they can be queried and retrieved for specific N-glycosites and N-glycoproteins and directly plugged into any triple quadrupole-based instrument for measurements in samples of interest.

**N-Glycosite SRM Assays Facilitate Multiplexed and Sensitive Quantification of N-Glycosites in Human Serum**—Upon successful generation of the N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas, we set out to test the sensitivity and dynamic range that can be achieved using N-glycosite enrichment in combination with the SRM assays in typical clinical samples. We selected human blood serum, a commonly sampled specimen readily available in sample biobanks that allows noninvasive testing. For this experiment, we selected a panel of 48 N-glycoproteins that are known to cover a large concentration range in the serum proteome. SRM assays for the N-glycosites as well as corresponding heavy isotope-coded internal standards were multiplexed in a single SRM method and used to measure the N-glycosites in N-glycosite-enriched sera samples from 32 healthy blood donors. The obtained quantitative results show that the combination of N-glycosite enrichment and the subsequent SRM-based quantification using high quality SRM assays enabled the quantification of proteins in glycosite-enriched serum samples over a dynamic range of more than 5 orders of magnitude with an LOQ reaching low nanogram/ml concentrations (Fig. 2). This region of the serum proteome is especially interesting because it is the protein abundance range where clinically relevant tissue leakage products reside (10). Moreover, 47 of the 48 quantified N-glycoproteins were consistently quantified in all serum samples, which illustrates the high level of consistency and reproducibility achieved by targeted MS. Together, these results demonstrate that parallel and sensitive SRM measurements are now possible with the N-glycosite SRM assays retrieved from the newly established assay repository.

**N-Glycosite SRM Assays Enable Consistent Quantitative Assessment of Clinically Relevant Proteins in Blood Plasma Samples of Patient Cohorts**—To evaluate the established N-glycosite SRM assays in a clinical setting, we designed a proof-of-concept study to assess previously reported quantitative differences of disease-associated proteins in a larger clinical cohort of blood plasma samples. The clinical cohort was composed of three malignancy groups, i.e., colorectal cancer, lung cancer, and pancreatic cancer, and a control blood donor group. Each group consisted of 30 cases (120 cases in total). For the evaluation, we selected 15 N-linked glycoproteins that were previously assayed in clinical studies and frequently studied in the context of a variety of malignancies (Table II). This different selection criterion compared with the experiment testing the sensitivity and dynamic range of our approach resulted in different sets of proteins. The selected proteins are of high clinical impact and include markers such as tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP1), CD44 antigen, serum paraoxonase/arylesterase 1 (PON1), members of the extracellular matrix (fibronectin and vitronectin), or members of the serpin family of serine proteinase inhibitors.

We then multiplexed and used the corresponding N-glycosite SRM assays to measure and quantify these proteins in N-glycosite-enriched blood plasma of the 120 subjects and to determine their abundance trends in the three malignancies. The generated clinical dataset showed that we are able to consistently quantify the selected proteins in almost all samples and that it is of a large enough size to perform statistical testing with high sensitivity (Fig. 3A). Nine of the quantified
proteins showed a higher abundance, and four proteins showed a lower abundance in at least one malignancy group when compared with the healthy control group (Fig. 3B and Table I). The observed quantitative trends were uniform across different cancers suggesting that the selected proteins are directly or indirectly modulated in a variety of cancer types. This is in agreement with previously reported abundance trends of these cancer-associated proteins (Table II) and supports the use of SRM assays and the SRM platform for accurate quantification of protein biomarkers across more than a hundred clinical samples.

Together, our results demonstrate the use of N-glycosite SRM assays for the parallel quantification of a set of clinical markers that are commonly assayed by immunoassays and provide a large collection of N-glycosite SRM assays for the discovery of novel markers for which assays were previously unavailable.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite the generation of extensive lists of biomarker candidates by large scale discovery-driven proteomic, transcriptomic, and genomic efforts in the last decade, almost none of the proposed biomarkers have been translated into the clinic so far. This is, to a large extent, due to the missing technological platform that allows the systematic evaluation of the clinical value of potential biomarkers in large patient cohorts in a multiplexed, consistent, and sensitive fashion. Here, we describe a platform based on SRM technology and provide an extensive collection of SRM assays that enable fast and parallel validation of biomarker candidates. The collection is focused on N-glycoproteins, because most of the currently used biomarkers are glycoproteins, and contains high quality and publicly accessible SRM assays for 2007 human and 1353 murine N-glycoproteins. The assays that were generated on three widely used mass spectrometric platforms can be queried and downloaded via the SRMAtlas webpage (25). These instrument-specific SRM assays account for potential variation in the fragmentation pattern of peptides measured on different instrument platforms, thereby providing high quality assays for all instrument platforms currently employed in targeted MS-based proteomics. This resource covers a large number of reported biomarker candidates and proteins involved in disease-related processes, which could not yet be tested for statistical significance across clinical specimens of larger cohorts, mainly due to the lack of a suitable biomarker validation strategy. The selection of N-glycosites for the SRMAtlas was mainly guided by available empirical evidence for the detectability of the peptides by MS. However, the automated high throughput approach applied for the SRM assay generation allows for fast and cost-efficient expansion of the resource to accommodate for whole human and murine N-glycoproteome.

The SRM assay coordinates for the SRMAtlas were extracted from fragment ion spectra derived from mixtures of synthetic peptides in equimolar amounts. In contrast to the extraction of the coordinates from the MS data of complex protein samples, the synthetic peptide approach is advantageous because it leads to the acquisition of high quality spectra for each peptide without sample-specific interferences and therefore ensures a high quality SRM assay. The N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas does not

---

**TABLE II**

**Selected cancer-associated proteins**

The proteins were selected based on their association with different cancer types, and references to the associations are provided in the table. The table provides information about the protein concentration in plasma and the reported and the measured trend in fold change of the selected proteins comparing cancer versus normal conditions (↑ = higher protein abundance in cancer specimens and ↓ = lower protein abundance in cancer specimens).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Plasma concentrations (μg/ml) (40, 48, 49)</th>
<th>Reported trend cancer versus normal</th>
<th>Measured trend by SRM cancer versus normal</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHSG</td>
<td>α-2-HS-glycoprotein (Fetuin-A)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOB</td>
<td>Apolipoprotein B-100</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>51–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD44</td>
<td>Extracellular matrix receptor III</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>Clusterin</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>↓↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>50, 58–62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Ceruloplasmin</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>63–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN1</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>67–69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Haptoglobin</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>50, 65, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PON1</td>
<td>Serum paraoxonase/aryl esterase 1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>58, 71, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPIN1A</td>
<td>α-1-Antitrypsin</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>73–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPIN1A3</td>
<td>α-1-Antichymotrypsin</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>73, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPIN1A6</td>
<td>Corticosteroid-binding globulin</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPIN1A7</td>
<td>Thyroxine-binding globulin</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMP1</td>
<td>Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>78–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTN</td>
<td>Vitronec tin</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td>81–83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provide information about the LOQs and linear quantification ranges for the N-glycosites. These properties are dependent on sample preparation and instrument platform and should therefore be determined locally, preferentially using isotope-labeled internal standards before the validation of the proteins in large cohorts of clinical specimens.

To evaluate the performance of the established resource, we used a subset of SRM assays for the quantification of 48 N-glycoproteins across 32 blood serum samples. The glycoproteins were selected based on previous knowledge of their typical concentrations in human serum to examine the dynamic concentration range, which can be covered using the proposed SRM-based strategy. The results show that the combined approach of N-glycosite enrichment and the highly sensitive SRM measurements allow for consistent and parallel quantification of the selected proteins across all samples down to low nanogram/ml protein concentrations in serum. In a previous study, we developed a resource of SRM assays for cancer-associated proteins, which we screened in body fluids (20). The detectability of the cancer-associated proteins in plasma using SRM was limited to proteins with a higher or medium abundance in plasma (20). This result showed that fractionation or enrichment of proteins in body fluids prior to the SRM measurement is inevitable to detect and quantify the low abundance tissue leakage products, which are of high interest for biomarker research. The N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas provides SRM assays that in combination with the prior enrichment step overcome the limited sensitivity in detecting low abundance proteins in body fluids, allows the quantification of clinically relevant proteins, and therefore fulfills the sensitivity requirements for biomarker validation.

To demonstrate a direct application of the assays in a clinical setting, we selected a large cohort of 120 human plasma samples to evaluate protein abundance alterations in different cancer types. Targeted quantification of 15 previously reported cancer-associated N-glycoproteins in three malignancy groups and one control group substantially reproduced, in a single consistent measurement, the trends in abundance previously described in multiple studies. The obtained results demonstrate that the simultaneous profiling of biomarker candidates in a particular disease setting can be accomplished within complex clinical samples by using the SRM technology and the N-glycosite assays derived from the SRMAtlas. The previously reported cancer-associated proteins that have been studied in plasma comprise to a large extent plasma proteins of higher abundance underlining the need of new technologies, such as the one suggested in this study, that allow the consistent quantification of low abundance proteins in plasma for validating their clinical value systematically in large and well designed sample cohorts.

In conclusion, it is important to reiterate that the proposed strategy and resource enables the interrogation of “The roads less traveled” (45). To date, biomarker validation studies were limited by the availability of antibodies, which in turn implies that the existing quantitative assays were only representing a small minority of human proteins. This resulted in a bias for proteins being analyzed, for which assays were readily available and for which extensive knowledge has been accumulated (45). Therefore, we believe that the resource presented here is a turning point in plasma biomarker research (Fig. 4), because it represents a large collection of assays that can be used for an unbiased analysis of proteins that were previously
The N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas holds the promise to accelerate the systematic evaluation of biomarker candidates in a cost and time efficient screening mode across large cohorts of patient specimens. We expect that the proposed approach will close the gap between proposed biomarkers and clinical usage due to the possibility of a multiplexed hypothesis testing in larger clinical cohorts without requiring antibody development (Fig. 4). Currently, the SRM technology allows for parallel quantification of around 100 peptides, including their isotope-labeled counterparts in one measurement at high sensitivity. However, newly developed MS strategies based on data-independent acquisition and targeted extraction of peptide signals (46, 47) hold the promise of measuring all N-glycosites present in a sample in one MS run with only a 2–3-fold reduced LOQ compared with SRM (47). The N-glycoprotein SRMAtlas is also compatible with this newly developed MS acquisition mode. Therefore, we expect that biomarkers with clinical value will emerge from the widespread application of this unique collection of quantitative assays, and we envisage that the new bottleneck for the widespread application of this unique collection of quantitative assays and the next phase in the biomarker pipeline (i.e. clinical validation) is going to be the availability of well annotated clinical cohorts of suitable quality and scale.
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